Abstract. This paper continues the work begun by D. Shanks and myself in [1] where certain cubic recurrences were used to give a very strong primality test. A complete characterization of the pseudoprimes for this test is given in terms of the periods of the corresponding sequences. Then these results are used to produce various types of pseudoprimes. A discussion of open problems is included.
1. Introduction. In [1] , D. Shanks and I presented a pseudoprimality test that was manifestly very strong. Unfortunately, it appears that pinning down just how strong is problematical. However, in [3] computations are reported on that further show that the pseudoprimes for this test are extremely sparse. In the present paper characterizations of these pseudoprimes will be given in terms of the periods of the given recurrent sequences. Then examples of pseudoprimes for certain sequences will be given together with the method for constructing them.
The notation will be carried over directly from [1, Section 12] . Thus, r, s are integers, A(-l) = s, A(Q) = 3, and A(l) = r. For any integer n, set A(n + 3) = rA(n + 2) -sA(n + 1)+A(n). Set f(X) = X3 -rX2 + sX -1 = (X -«)(X -ß)(X -y), and let K = Q(a,ß,y), d = discriminant of /, IK the integers of K. We have A(n) = a" + ß" + y".
Associated to A = Af, we have three types of "signatures" of n mod m (at least, when / is a noncyclic irreducible cubic); that is, special forms for the sextuple of integers A(-n -1), A(-n), A(-n + 1), A(n -1), A(n), A(n + 1) read mod m [1, Section 13]. Each rational prime p, p \ d, has one of these signatures, called S, Q, I which correspond respectively to f(x) split mod/7, the product of a linear and irreducible quadratic, mod/?, irreducible modp [1, Section 14], respectively. The point is that it is difficult for a composite to have one of these signatures.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give the characterization of these pseudoprimes. In [1, Section 17] we established a certain /?-adic congruence for primes p and here, in Section 3, we show that remarkably the corresponding congruence holds for any pseudoprime as well. In Section 4 the so-called "outsiders" of [1] for pseudoprimes are characterized. Also in [1] the primality tests were strengthened by certain other criteria and in Section 5 we discuss these so-called "acceptable" signatures in order to guarantee that the examples constructed in Section 6 do satisfy these more stringent conditions. Finally in Section 7 various open problems are discussed.
I would like to acknowledge my indebtedness to D. Shanks for his help and insight which have been so useful to me in the preparation of this paper. I would also like to thank J. Sonn for many helpful discussions. I would finally like to thank the Technion in Israel for their hospitality and stimulating atmosphere during the preparation of this paper.
2. Characterizing Pseudoprimes. We call a composite n a pseudoprime A (PSPyl) if n has either an S, Q or I signature mod n (just say n has an S, Q or I signature). We denote by W(m) the period of A(n) mod m.
For a composite integer n > 0, write n = p\^ ■ ■ ■ p",1 as its prime factorization.
Lemma 1. Let T = S, Q or I. Then n has a T signature if and only if for each i, 1 < i < t, n has a T signature mod />''.
This follows immediately from the definition of signature. Of course, each of the primes will have their own signatures. The point is to see how various primes with various signatures can be combined to obtain nasa PSP A. We need some lemmas concerning the period of A(n).
Lemma 2. Let ex, e2 e IK, 3Í be an integral ideal of IK, m 3* 1 be a rational integer in St. Assume ex = e2 (mod 9Í'). Then for all j > 0, ef = ef (mod%J+i).
Proof. Use induction on j, the case j: = 0 being the assumption. Assuming the result for j -1, we have 8 G 2F+'-1 such that ef~l = ef"' + 8. Then e? = (ef1 + 8)m = ef + mSe?-1^-» + 82p for some p G IK. Since m8, S2 g %j+i, we are done. □
D
We now state the main result: Theorem 1. Let n be a positive integer. Let p be a prime such that p\n, p + 2d and write n = pvk (p\k is permissible). In the table below, for p being of the listed type (S,Q or I) (column 1) and v satisfying the listed condition (column 2) we have that n has the listed signature (column 3) mod/)" if and only if lV(p") -W(p) and the condition listed in the last column is true. If p is an S prime, then f(x) = (x -a)(x -b)(x -c) (mod p") for integers a, b, c, and the condition listed in the last column is for some permutation of a, b, c. 
Proof. First consider the case where p is an S prime. Then for some integers a0, b0, c0 we have that f(x) = (x -a0)(x -b0)(x -c0) (mod p). We have assumed that p + d and thus the factorization of / lifts uniquely to a factorization f(x) = (x -a)(x -A)(x -c) (mod/)") for integers a, b, c. Now assume n has some signature mod p". By Lemma 4 and Corollary 8 of [1] we have W(p") = W(p) and W(P) I P ~~ 1> and so by Theorem 7 of [1] , (1) ip = a, bp = b, cp = c(mod/j").
If n is S mod p", then from Theorem 7 of [1] we have p"k = 1 (mod W(p)) and so p = 1 (modW(p)) implies k = 1 (modW(p)). If n is Q modp" then from Theorem 3 of [1] there is a permutation of a, b, c so that ap"k = a, bp"k ■ c (modp") and then (1) yields the desired conclusion. Finally, if n is /, then Theorem 3 of [1] says that for some permutation of a, b, c we have ap'k = b, bp'k = c (mod/?") and again (1) yields the desired result. We now consider the converse for S primes p. If k = 1 (mod W(p)), then since p is S we have p = 1 (mod W(p)) and thus p"k = n = 1 (mod W(p)). Since by hypothesis W(pv) = W(p) we see that n = 1 (mod W(/>")), which by Theorems 3, 7
of [1] shows that n has an S signature mod p". Now assume that ak'x = 1, bk = c (modp"). Since W(pv) = W(p) we have that (1) holds and so a"~x = 1, b" = c (mod/?"). Then abc = 1 (mod/?") implies c" = a'nb'n = a"^"1 = b (mod/»"). Then again by Theorem 3 of [1] we see n has a Q signature modp". The statement that ak = b, bk = c (mod p") implies that n has an / signature mod p" follows in exactly the same way. Now assume that p is a Q prime. Again, of course, Lemma 4 says W(p") = W(p) if n has some signature. If n has an S signature then by Theorem 7 of [1] , n = p"k = 1 (modW(p)). Then Corollary 8 of [1] and the hypothesis that p is a Q prime yields p2 = 1 (modW(p)) so that k = 1 (mod W(p)) if v is even and k = p (modW(p)) if v is odd. Now assume n has a (9 signature modp". Let $ be any prime of K lying over p. Then from Theorem 3 of [1] there is a permutation of the roots a, ß, y of f(x) such that a" = a, ß" = y, y" = ß (mod iß"). Also from Thus ap = a, ßp = y, yp = ß (mod *$). Then if v is even we see ap = ak, ßp = ßk, yp -yk (modiß) and so k = p (modW(p)). Similarly, if v is odd we see that pk = p (modW(p)) and so gcd(/>, W(p)) = 1 yields the result. Finally, it was noted in Proposition 13 of [1] that n cannot have an / signature mod p and so cannot have onemod/7" either. We now prove the converse for Q primes p. We are assuming k = 1, p (modW(p)). Since p is a Q prime we have p2 = 1 (modW(p)). Thus n = p"k = 1 (modW(p)) if v is even and A = 1 (modW(p)), or if v is odd and k = p (modW(p)); n = 1 (modW(p)) and W(/>) = W(/>") imply n has an S signature. Moreover, we see n = p"k = p (mod W(p)) if v is odd and k = 1 (modW(py), or if v is even and k = p (modW(p)). This, with W(p) = W(p"), implies that a" = ap, ß" = ßp, y" = yp (mod iß"). Since p has a Ö signature, there is a permutation of a, /j1, y such that ap = a, ßp = y, yp =¡ ß (mod^S). We show that these last congruences hold mod $ " as well by showing by induction that for 1 < ft < v we have them mod^*. We have that W(p")= W(p) and W(p)\p2-1, so a"2 = a, ßp -ß, 7P -y (mod $"). Assume we know the result for p: ap = a, ßp = y, yp = ß (mod^) for p < v. Then from Lemma 2, ßpl = yp (mod^'1+1) and so ßpl = ß (mod$") implies yp = ß (mod i]8'l+1). Similarly for the other two congruences. Thus we have ap = a, ßp = y, yp = ß (mod ty") and a" = ap, ß" = ßp, Y" = Y (mod ^5"), which combine to yield a" = a, ß" = y, y" = ß (mod ty"). Since this is true for all $ | p and p is unramified, we see from Theorem 3 of [1] that n has a Q signature mod p", as desired.
Finally, we consider the case where p is an / prime. If n has a signature then by Lemma 4 again, W(p")= W(p). If n has an 5 signature then n = p"k = 1 (modW(p)). Since p is an / prime we have />3 = 1 (mod W(/>)). These two congruences yield the desired results. Now assume n has an / signature modp". Then for some permutation of a, ß, y we have a" = ß, ß" = y, y" = a (mod %s"). Since /? is an / prime we have W(p)\ p3 -1 and so ap = a, ßp = ß, yp = y (mod iß). If, for example, v = 0 (mod3), we see <xk = ß, ßk = y, yk = a (mod $). Now (ap,ßp,yp) is a 3-cycle permutation of (a,ß,y). \i ap = ß (mod$) we see <xk = ap, ßk = ßp, yk = y" (mod iß) and so k = p (modW(p)). If a" s y (mod iß), then a'' = yp = ß (mod iß) and so k = p (modW(p)). The other cases all follow similarly.
In the converse situation for / primes p we assume k = 1, p, p2 (mod W(p)) and W(p") = W(p). All the various cases are similar (or simpler) and so we will just consider the case where v = 2 (mod3) and k = 1 (modW(p)). We have W(p") = W(p) | p3 -1 and so ap = a, ßp = ß, yp = y (mod iß"). We may assume, since a is an / prime, that ap = ß, ßp = y, yp = a (mod iß). Then from Lemma 2 we have a"" m ßp'^ (mod iß") and so, a^3 s a, /?'3 = ¿8 (mod iß") and ? s 2 (mod3) implies a'" s ßp (mod iß") and a'2 = ß" (mod iß"). Similarly, yp2 = a" (mod iß").
Then ap" = ßp = apl = (ypl)p = y (mod iß"). Since k = 1 (mod W(p")) we have then a" = ap"k m y (mod iß"). Similarly, y" = ß, ß" = a (mod iß"). This is true for all iß | p and so we see n has an / signature mod p", as desired. D
As an example, the most interesting composite discovered in [3] Thus from Theorem 1 we see that n has an S signature.
We note from [3] up to 50 X 109, that 24306384961 is the only PSP Perrin that was not a product of S primes. All 55 have S signatures. We also have 3. The n-Adic Congruence. In Theorem 14 of [1] it was shown that if p is a prime, p + 2d, then for all j > 1,
We thus obtained ]imj^aoA (pJ) existing in the /»-adic integers. These limits are Abelian integers and have interesting applications (see [11] ). In this section we will show that this result is not peculiar to primes, but holds more generally. We prove here Theorem 2. Let n, m > 1 be integers such that gcd(w,2d) = 1 andm\n. Assume n has a signature mod m (either S, Q or I). Then for all) > 1,
Proof. Let iß be any prime ideal of IK and assume p ^ 1 is the largest integer such that iß'* | m. Then by Theorem 3 of [1] we see that (a", ß", y") is a permutation of (a, ß, y) mod iß*1. In Lemma 2 let ex be any one of a", ß", y", and let e2 be the one of a, ß, y corresponding to it in the permutation, 21 = iß*1 and the m of Lemma 2 is the n here. Then iß*11 m | n implies n g iß** = 31 and thus by Lemma 2, ex = e2 (mod ißM(y+1)). This is true for ex = each of a", ß", y", and so we obtain a"J+l + ßnJ*x + y"j + 1 = a"' + ß"J + y"J (mod iß^ + 1»),
i.e., A(nJ+x) = A(nJ) (mod Sß''w+1)). Since this is true for all iß | m, the result of the theorem follows. D
Corollary. // gcd(«, 2d) = 1 and n has a signature, then for all] > 1, A(nj) = A(nJ-x) (modnJ).
4. Outsiders. In [1] we defined the concept of an "outsider". This was important in constructing PSP^4 and in a sieving process described in Section 4 of [1] .
We recall the definition of an outsider: Let p be a prime, and k he an integer. If (2) does hold. This is because we know from [1] that A(kp) = A(k) (mod p) and so, writing k = pj + aW(p), we see
Similarly, A(-kp) = A(-l) (modp). Thus the outsider A's for p are in some sense the exceptional case. This was important in the sieving, since it was shown in [1] that they really are exceptional. This is strengthened here because as a Corollary of Theorem 1 we see that we may in fact characterize those n = kp where n has a signature modp and k is an outsider for p. Theorem 3. Assume n = kp has a signature mod the prime p where p + 2d. Then k is an outsider for p if and only ifn has a Q or I signature andp is an S prime.
Proof. If k is an outsider for p we may simply look at the table of Theorem 1 to see that only those two cases are allowable. Conversely, assume n is Q or I and p is S. Then from Theorem 1, bk = c (modp). If k = pJ (modW(p)) we have bk s bpJ = b (modp), i.e., b = c (modp), which contradicts the assumption that p \ d. D 5. Acceptable Signatures. In [1] we strengthened the primality test by adding an extra condition. These conditions will be recalled. Let n > 1 be an integer with gcd(«, 2d) = 1. Write n = px • ■ ■ pt as its prime factorization.
First we say n has an acceptable S signature if and only if n has an S signature and (i) = 1 ((-) is the Jacobi symbol). For a prime pldwe have (j) = -1 if and only if p is a Q prime. Thus S primes have acceptable S signatures. Moreover, we see n has an acceptable S signature if and only if n has an S signature and the number of Q primes p¡ (1 < i < r) is even.
Similarly we say n has an acceptable Q signature if and only if n has a Q signature and (i)= -1. We obtain n has an acceptable Q signature if and only if n has a Q signature and the number of Q primes p, (1 < / < /) is odd.
The definition for / primes is more complicated. See [4] for the necessary theory. Suppose n has an / signature. Then from the definition of an / signature, Eq. (137) of [1] , we have an integer b satisfying b2 = d (mod«). Since n is odd, we may assume b and d have the same parity. Then, since d = 0,1 (mod 4), we see that b2 = d (mod4«). Write d = b2 -4cn. Then Fn -nx2 + bxy + cy2 is a quadratic form of discriminant d representing n. Consider the group of all classes of forms of discriminant d. Then there will be a subgroup of this group of index 3 which will represent S primes and not / primes. The two nontrivial cosets of this S subgroup will represent / primes but not S primes. We say n has an acceptable I signature if and only if F" does not he in the S subgroup.
Now the S and / primes p are the primes that split completely in F = Q(Jd) (we ignore, as usual, the primes p\2d) and are distinguished by whether each factor from F splits or is inert in K, respectively. Thus, the Frobenius map for K/F distinguishes the 5 and / primes giving the index 3 subgroup noted above. (The correspondence between forms and ideal classes is a multiplicative isomorphism.) For example, if n = pq where p is S and q is I and n has an / signature, we write pIF = pp', qIF = qq' in F and we see Fn must correspond to one of t>q, pq', p'q, p'q'. Since the classes of forms for p, p' are S and for q, q' are /, we see Fn must be an / form and so n has an acceptable / signature.
In passing, we note that although this test seems complicated, in practice the primality test is run for certain small discriminants where the group of forms can be given explicitly. Then checking acceptability is simply done by reducing the form F" and comparing the result to the explicit list. In particular, for the much discussed cases of d = -23, -31, -44 in [1] the full group of forms has order 3 and the subgroup of S forms consists of just the identity form. 6 . Construction of Examples. In this section we will show how the above can be used to construct acceptable signatures if we do not take as given in advance the particular recurrence. This answers a question left open in [1] concerning the existence of acceptable Q and / signatures.
We begin by constructing a composite with an acceptable Q signature. We will get n = pq with p an S prime and q a Q prime. We noted in Section 5 that an n with a Q signature of this shape is automatically acceptable. From Theorem 1 we see the conditions that must be satisfied are q is a Q prime and In computing the signature of 2651 we note that 1^(2651) = lcm(W(ll), W(241)) = lcm(120,40) = 120. Then since 2651 = 11 (mod 120), we see that the signature of 2651 is the same as the signature of 11 mod 2651.
In the above example, we have from Theorem 3, since p = 241 is an S prime, that 241 is an outsider for 11. We now give an example of a composite n with a Q signature where no outsiders are present. From Theorems 1 and 2 this is only possible if n is a product of only Q primes. Moreover, from Section 5, in order for n to have an acceptable Q signature, it must be a product of an odd number of Q primes. Thus we will construct an n = pxp2Pi where px, p2, p3 are all Q primes and n has a Q signature.
As is evident from Theorem 1, in order to construct suitable composites for suitable recurrences we must place severe divisibility requirements on the periods of the primes. To do this, we first find an appropriate type of prime p for any (say Perrin) recurrence and then reduce the period of p by changing the recurrence appropriately. The following lemma isolates this technique (greater generality in the lemma is easily given, but is not necessary here). (Theorem 1). Let /0 be the Perrin polynomial, f0(X) = X3 -X -1. We first choose two Q primes for Perrin, px = 7, p2 = 11. We have W¡(px) = 48 and WAp2) = 120. We want to solve the congruences (5) for p3. To facilitate this, we choose polynomials fx, f2 such that Wj(px) and Wfi(p2) are relatively prime. By Lemma 5 we see that for fx(X) = X3 -^/o(3)a;2 + Afo(-3)X-1 = X3 -3X2 + 2X-1 (mod7), px = 7 is a Q prime and Wf(px) = 16. Also for f2(X) = X3 -Ah(%)X2 + AJq(-%)X-1 = X3 -lOA-+ 5A--1 (mod 11), we have p2 = 11 is a Q prime and W/2(/?2) = 15-Now the congruences (5) become (6) 7-11 = l(modW(Pi)), 7/>3 = 1 (mod 15) and ll/>3 = 1 (modl6). In particular, W(p3)\16 = 4-19. Of course, W(p3)\ p\ -1. We need to get a Q prime, not an S prime, so we cannot have W(p3) \ p3 -1. So we find a prime p3 so that p3 = -1 (mod 19) (19, not 76, to be sure this congruence is compatible with the second two congruences of (6)). By the CRT we solve this congruence and the second two congruences in (6) to get p3 = 4483 (mod 15 ■ 16 • 19). Now 4483 is prime, so set p3 = 4483. We need a recurrence such that p3 is a Q prime; there is a 50-50 chance that this occurs, so one is readily found. Indeed, 4483 is a g prime for As usual, we have had to drop the period substantially from the maximum «2 -1 = 11.9 X 1010. Next, we briefly show how to find an acceptable / composite. We will construct n = pq to have an / signature where p is an 5 prime and q is an / prime. In Section 5 we noted that this configuration for n guarantees that « has an acceptable / signature. From Theorem 1 we see we must have
and.
where aq +q+x = 1 (modp). In order to guarantee the last condition, we need q2 + q + 1 and p -1 to have nontrivial common factors; this is trivial with the condition p = 1 (mod W(q)), since W(q)\q2 + q + 1, but is also possible for p = q (modW(q)). In order to guarantee p is unramified, it suffices to get a3 # 1 (mod p). We first note q = 3 is an / prime for Perrin with W(S) = 13. To make it easier, we find a prime p = 1 (mod W(3)) and choose p = 53. We choose a # 1 (mod 53) so that a13 m 1 (mod 53). We see a = 44 (mod 53) works. Then a3 = 13 (mod 53) and a9 = 24 (mod 53). So define fx(X) = (X-44)(X-U)(X-24) = X3 -28X2 + 32*-1 (mod53). (mod 159). We note that W(n) = lcm(H/(3), W(53)) = 13.
It was suggested that it might be harder to construct such composites for Abelian cubic polynomials. Of course, for such polynomials only S and / primes are possible. As a final example we construct an Abelian cubic with an acceptable / composite «. Again we will have « = pq, where p is an S prime and q is an / prime.
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We obtain Abelian cubics by considering Shanks' class of simplest cubics (see [9] ): (9) f(X) = X3-tX2-(t + 3) A"-1, which are known to be Abelian. Where before we had two degrees of freedom r, s, here we have just one. As a result, the polynomial we construct has very large coefficients.
As in the last example, we need to find two primes p, q and a polynomial f(X) satisfying conditions (7) and (8) for which q is an / prime. Now, however, the polynomial f(X) has the shape given in (9) . This requires that we have the congruences
a + aq + aql = t (modp),
a'1 + a'q + a-q2 = -t -3, (modp).
Defining t by (11) we see that (11) and (12) may be replaced by (13) a + a" + aq2 + a~x + a~q + a'ql = -3 (modp).
Our conditions now become (7), (10), and (13) and q is an / prime (we also want to ensure /( A") is not ramified at p).
Our search procedure will now be described. Condition (13) is the one to concentrate on, as it is the most difficult to achieve. Indeed, we will achieve it without condition (7). Afterwards, condition (7) will be obtained by reducing the period as in Lemma 5. This latter is done after we have the simplest cubic we desire. Then defining g as in Lemma 5 we have that if / has roots a, ß, y, then g has roots a", ß", y" and thus, even though g is no longer a simplest cubic, it is nevertheless Abelian.
We search for an integer w(3 + w) and a prime p such that p = 1 (modw) (we will reduce the period tow) and such that there are integers q0 and a satisfying <7o + *7o + 1 -0 (mod w), aw = 1 (mod p) and (13) is true for q = q0. Given these, we first find a prime q = qQ (modw). Then find t0 such that for the simplest cubic corresponding to t0, q is an / prime with w \ W(q) (easy to do since there is a 50-50 chance that q is an / prime and w\q2 + q + 1). Define tx = a + aq + aq = a + aq° + aq° (modp). Define t = t0 (modq) and t = tx (modp). This / gives the desired simplest cubic. Set u = W(q)/w and define g as in Lemma 5. Since W(q) t u(q -1) (i.e., w \ q -1 since w \ q2 + q + 1) we see q is an / prime for g. Also p is an S prime for g of the desired shape, which is readily checked to be unramified. Hence the polynomial g gives the desired Abelian polynomial.
To find w, p we proceed as follows. Since 3 + w and we need ql + q0 + 1 = 0 (modw), we search through w's all of whose prime factors are = 1 (mod 6). For all such w, such q0 exist. Given such a q0, w we set, for integers v, where the product is over all v such that gcd^w) = 1 and where we avoid the obvious duplications in r/" above. It is readily seen that FW(X) has integer coefficients. For each such w we compute Fw(-3). Suppose p is a prime and p \ Fw(-3). Then in the field Q(~qx) we see p splits completely, and thus there is an integer a = fw (mod p) where p lies over p. For this a, (13) is true for q = q0. We would be done if p = 1 (modw). We note that Fw should be irreducible over Q of degree <j>(w)/6 and so the degree of p in Q(fw) divides 6, i.e., p6 = 1 (modvv). So the chance of p = 1 (modw) seems reasonably good. [1] concerning the construction of pseudoprimes of various types when the recurrent sequence is not specified in advance. In [11] , /7-adic techniques are used to consider these questions from a different viewpoint. But other questions are still open and very important.
First we note that the techniques of this paper still do not allow us to construct a cubic polynomial for which there are an infinite number of pseudoprimes. In [8] , Rotkiewicz shows the analogous result for many second-degree recurrent sequences, and this is a well-known result for the first-degree case (see [10] ). Looking at the methods used in [8] , we see they depend on the existence of two primitive prime divisors of certain related sequences. It is not at all clear what should replace these sequences in the cubic case.
The next question I would like to discuss is the one most emphasized in [1] . Namely, for the Perrin sequence (r = 0, s = -1), do there exist any composites with acceptable Q or I signatures? No examples are known. Let us see what this means. The problem has already been met a little in the construction of an Abelian example in the last section. There, reducing the degree of freedom from two (finding r, s) to one (finding /), complicated matters considerably. Of course, now we have no degrees of freedom.
Let us consider what should be one of the easier cases in more detail. Let us try to construct a composite « = pq, where p is an S prime, q is a Q prime, and « has a Q signature. As above (from Theorem 1), we need to determine a Perrin Q prime q License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use and S prime p satisfying conditions (3) and (4) for rational integers a, b, c, with a, b, c distinct. Comparing coefficients for f(X) = X3 -X -1 and eliminating the a, c we see that we need (3) and ( , bq2-x = l(modp), b~q~x + b + bq = 0(modp), b~q + b~x + bq+l = -l(modp),
for some integer b with b, bq, and b'q~x distinct. It is manifestly very difficult to find an integer b and primes p, q satisfying (3) and (14). No case is known. We note that (14) is equivalent to finding an integer b such that bq ~x = 1 (modp) and A is a zero of f(X) = X3 -X -1 and g(X) = X2q+X + Xq+2 + 1. Set R = Resultant of / and g.
A formula for Rq can be given in terms of A(n) for « near q and 2q,soRq can be computed in 0(log<¡r) steps. We note that for the first few q primes, R5 = 52, Ä7 = 72, Rxx = 23 ■ ll2, Rxl = ll2 ■ 59, and Rxq = 192 • 173. It is not hard to show that for Q primes q, q2\Rq and to give congruence conditions for the S or I primes dividing Rq. Moreover, if for an S prime p, p2\Rq then it can be shown that we are more than likely to obtain (14). In these examples the S primes p divide only to the first power, and indeed neither (3) nor bq x = 1 (modp) are satisfied (indeed it can be shown that (14) implies p2 \ Rq). An example might be constructed by examining the Rq more closely, but it is still seen to be very unlikely for any given value of q.
We note in passing that similar statements can be made if q is an / prime with the same resultant Rq. Here one can show q31 Rq and for an S prime p to work we need p31 Rq. We note R3X = 313 • 1669 for the S prime 1669 and R29 = 293 ■ 33 • 52. More investigation is necessary here.
One final avenue of exploration will be discussed. In [12] it is shown that there is a probability of at least 1/2 that the Euler Test for primality detects a composite. In [6] Rabin shows that there is a probability of at least 3/4 that Gary Miller's so-called strong primality test will detect a composite (see also [5] and [10] ). Rabin's test may be verified in the following way: For simplicity, let « be a square-free composite integer and let R(n) he the number of integers a such that 1 < a < « and gcd(a, «)= 1 and « is a strong pseudoprime a. For an odd integer m write m -1 = 2kmum where 2 + um. Say there are t primes p dividing «. Then where K = min kp(p\n). This is easily proved (see [7] ). A simple analysis shows that (16) R(n)/9(n)^l yielding Rabin's result (<f>(«) is the Euler Phi Function). Moreover, the extreme cases are easily given.
The test under consideration in this paper is manifestly much stronger than the strong pseudoprimality test, and so an analogous result to Rabin's (and Solovay and Strassen's) should yield a better result than (16). The analogue to (15) can be derived, but because of the existence of S, Q, I primes, each with their own peculiarities, the formula is much more complicated. Given an integer n, we let the r, s in /( A') = A"3 -rA"2 + sX -1 range independently through a complete residue system modulo n for n2 different values of r, s. Let N(n) denote the number of these r, s such that « is unramified and has a signature. Again, for simplicity, assume n is square free. For a prime p \ n write n = mp. Then This result is derivable from Theorem 1. The first term counts the number of S signatures, the second the number of Q signatures, and the third the number of / signatures. As opposed to Rabin's simpler formula (15), from which (16) is readily derived, the various gcd's to bound in (17) seem much less tractable. It would be hoped that N(n)/n2 can be shown to be quite small, allowing an improvement in the Rabin test-even allowing for the added computational complexity of the current test (at least for n large).
The following is a table of a few Carmichael numbers and N(n)/n2. These numbers tend to maximize the contributions due to S signatures.
